SECONDHAND ROWS

As only one advertiser other than myself has materialized, there seems little point in continuing this department, so this will be its last installment. Unless directed otherwise, please e-mail any inquiries to jamespuder@uno.com. Abbreviations: dj=dust jacket; hc=hard-cover; tp=trade paperback; ppd=postpaid.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HAPPY FIFTIETH BIRTHYEAR to the book that began it all, Dmitri Borgmann's Language On Vacation, published in 1965. Undoubtedly the most influential and cited book in its field.

BOOKS FOR SALE

STEVEN KAHAH
Eight different volumes of original word puzzles. New and, if requested, inscribed by the author. $15 each postpaid. Contact skalphi@uol.com.


THE OXFORD DICTIONARY of Word Histories. Tpb, 2002; 560 pgs. The life stories of over 12,000 words. $24 ppd.

LEWIS CARROLL, Complete Works. With Tenniel's Alice, etc., illustrations. Hc, dj; 1165 pgs. $19 ppd.

MICHAEL CADER, The Name Book. Tpb, 1998. Hundreds of lists of names of like things, e.g., 100 different dances, 500 different cheeses, etc. $20 ppd.


SIMON WINCHESTER, The Professor and the Madman. Tpb, 1998. Story of the insane asylum inmate who was a key researcher for the OED. $15 ppd.

CHARLES ELSTER: There's a Word for it! Hc, dj; 1996; $15 ppd. The Big Book of Beasty Mispronunciations tpb, 1999; $19 ppd.


BILL BRYSON, Bryson's Dictionary of Troublesome Words and The Mother Tongue; English and How It Got that Way. Both hc, dj; $15 ppd.


ALLAN METCALF, The World in So Many Words. Hc, dj, 1999; 298 pgs. Words from other languages which have infiltrated English. $12 ppd.


JOSEFA HEIFETZ, Mrs. Byrne's Dictionary. Hc, 1974; 242 pgs. $12 ppd.


WILLARD ESPIY, Game of Words, Almanac of Words at Play, Another Almanac... O Thou Improper..., Oysterville, Say It My Way. Write for details.


ALEXANDER & NICHOLAS Humez, Alpha to Omega and ABC Et Cetera (both tpb). Anecdotal histories of the Greek and Latin alphabets. $16 ea. ppd.


WANTED

THE ENIGMA and GRAFFITI ON THE SPHINX: Two collectors seeking both recent and vintage back issues. Please write if you have any for sale.